The fast motion of the snap-traps of the terrestrial Venus flytrap (Dionaea muscipula) have been intensively studied, in contrast to the tenfold faster underwater snap-traps of its phylogenetic sister, the waterwheel plant (Aldrovanda vesiculosa). Based on biomechanical and functional-morphological analyses and on a reverse biomimetic approach via mechanical modelling and computer simulations, we identify a combination of hydraulic turgor change and the release of prestress stored in the trap as essential for actuation. Our study is the first to identify and analyse in detail the motion principle of Aldrovanda, which not only leads to a deepened understanding of fast plant movements in general, but also contributes to the question of how snap-traps may have evolved and also allows for the development of novel biomimetic compliant mechanisms.
Introduction
Venus flytrap snap-trap physiology and mechanics are well understood [1] , in contrast to those of the waterwheel plant (Aldrovanda vesiculosa L., Droseraceae). Aquatic Aldrovanda possesses free-floating, 10-30 cm long, rootless linear shoots with numerous leaf whorls of five to nine traps (figure 1a,b) and is the phylogenetic sister to the only other carnivorous plant with snap-traps, the terrestrial Venus flytrap (Dionaea muscipula) [2] . In both species, the traps are modified leaves consisting of two lobes connected via a midrib (figure 1c). Triggering of sensitive hairs (e.g. by touch) leads to trap closure. Dionaea possesses approximately 20 mm long aerial traps which typically close within 100 -300 ms [3, 4] , whereas Aldrovanda develops 2-4 mm long underwater traps which shut within approximately 20 -100 ms [5, 6] . Two regions can be distinguished within each lobe [5] (figure 1d): (i) the three-layered central region comprises a parenchymatous middle layer surrounded by epidermis with elongated cells oriented perpendicularly to the midrib. It also incorporates the motor zone responsible for turgor change-based motion and numerous trigger hairs. (ii) The marginal, more flexible one-layered region consists only of epidermal cells.
Dionaea trap shutting relies on a combination of a turgor change-based slow movement, and a second, fast release of stored elastic energy by a sudden geometric change of its trap lobes (snap-buckling). The trap lobes of Aldrovanda, however, do not change curvature during trap closure (electronic supplementary material, video S1). Upon triggering, the turgor of inner-lobe epidermal cells located close to the midrib (motor zone) rapidly decreases due to potassium fluxes [7] . Consequently, the outer epidermal cells elongate, mediating midrib deformation from a straight into a bent configuration and trap closure & 2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
(figure 1e,f ). Owing to kinematic coupling to the midrib, the lobes are 'enforced' to move towards each other [6] .
According to Cameron et al. [2] , Aldrovanda and Dionaea share an unknown common ancestor. Although the two species apparently employ different motion principles, hypotheses regarding snap-trap evolution have focused only on the influence of prey size on trap sizes using qualitative models [8, 9] but not on other selective factors such as movement mechanics and possible adaptations to the different habitats.
There exist no detailed kinematic and functionalmorphological analyses of the Aldrovanda trap until now. The kinematic amplification mechanism [6] is based only on a single trap recording from which also the hypothesis that the midrib might be pretensioned was derived and which also lacks corroborating analyses of the midrib bending and trap closure interrelation, functionalmorphological investigations on real traps, as well as a model on potential prestress. Hence, the actuation principle is unclear because Aldrovanda can be found at the transition between plant movements empowered by elastic instabilities and hydraulics [10] . We performed detailed biomechanical and functional-morphological analyses in combination with mechanical models and finite-element (FE) simulations and discuss our findings regarding snap-trap evolution.
Material and methods (a) Plant material
Plant material of two Aldrovanda vesiculosa ecotypes was provided by L.A. from the collection in the Institute of Botany of the Czech Academy of Sciences at Třeboň , Czech Republic, and cultivated in the Botanic Gardens Freiburg (according to Adamec [11, 12] ). Two ecotypes were investigated [13] : (i) a tropical ecotype (TropE) initially collected from Girraween Lagoon, approximately 30 km southwest of Darwin, NT, Australia, which was grown in aquaria in the tropical greenhouse and (ii) a temperate Central-European ecotype (TempE) initially collected from Lake Długie, Łezna-Włodawa Lake District, East Poland, which was grown outside in a water tank.
(b) Kinematics: stereo high-speed camera set-up A MotionScope Pro Y4 high-speed camera (IDT, Inc., USA) was mounted on a SZX9 stereo microscope (Olympus, Japan) for recording trap motion from apical view, and complementary, rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180012 for lateral recordings, a NX4-S1 high-speed camera (IDT, Inc., USA) mounted on a Wild M420 stereo microscope (Wild Heerbrugg, Switzerland). The cameras were synchronized using the software Motion Studio (v. 2.12.16, IDT, Inc., USA). Two cold light sources were employed (Endoscope techno light 270, Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG, Tuttlingen, Germany, and Constellation 120 high-performance LED light source, IDT Inc., USA). To trigger the traps electrically, the set-up by Ashida [5] was adapted. Two aluminium plates (electrodes) were connected to a power supply (Programmable DC Power Supply DP832, Rigol, China) and the electrical triggering impulse was set to 30 V (according to Ashida [5] : less potential does not guarantee trap closure, more potential enforces 'narrowing movement'). The electrodes were placed into an aquarium (volume approx. 2.5 l) filled with artificial pond water (APW: KNO 3 0.1 mM, NaHCO 3 0.20 mM, CaCl 2 0.25 mM, MgSO 4 0.10 mM). Dissected, open traps (with the midribs facing the cathode, cf. [5] , were then carefully positioned between the plates using ceramic tweezers (Carl Roth Inc., Germany). All traps were of the same age (mature whorl 7 seen from the plant apex, different individuals) (cf. [14] ). Used traps were around 3 -4 mm long. The water temperature was kept at 238C or 138C. The recording speed was set to 1000 fps, with n ¼ 20 (traps) for each trial (each ecotype at each temperature regime).
(c) Water displacement
For qualitative visualization of water flows during snapping, tracer particles (hollow glass spheres, diameter 2-20 mm, p ¼ 1.1 g cm 23 ) (Polysciences Inc., Washington) were carefully added to the water and the traps triggered using a thin Nylon thread. Recording was performed using the aforementioned equipment.
(d) Kinematical analyses
The high-speed recordings were processed using Fiji v. 2.0.0 [15] . First, the trap lobe motion was analysed from apical view by measurement of the change of angle between the two lobes (figure 1e) and the maximal angular velocity v calculated. To compare the n ¼ 20 recordings, the duration of the quick shutting phase (QSP) was defined as double the time from movement beginning until the maximum angular velocity was reached (see Results). Durations for each trial were checked for normal distribution with Shapiro-Wilk's test. The trials were then statistically compared to each other by a Welch twosample t-test with p , 0.05 taken as significance level by using the R software v. 3.2.4 [16] . In order to quantify the midrib deformation from lateral view, from each trial single frames from five randomly chosen high-speed recordings were manually aligned using Photoshop CS5 v. 12.0 Â 64 (Adobe Systems Software Ltd, Ireland). The connection between the basal and apical insertion points of the lobes to the midrib was taken as baseline. Each baseline was divided into four equal parts, resulting in five defined points on the midrib referred to as Y1-Y5, with Y3 representing the central point on the midrib (figure 1f ). The ratios between trap lobe length at the vertex points of Y1-Y5 and midrib length were calculated and the resulting ratios taken to normalize the displacement of Y1-Y5 for each trap. By this, the proportion of the Y-displacement in relation to the midrib could be evaluated. The displacement of each of the defined positions relative to the midrib length was measured. Shortening of the midrib in the X-direction during the bending could not be discriminated from the error of measurement and was subsequently excluded from analyses. Correlation between trap opening angles and shutting durations was calculated according to Spearman's test (rho, non-normally distributed data) using R (negative correlations: correlation coefficient less than 20.3, positive correlations: greater than 0.3).
(e) Functional morphology: light microscopy Fresh plants were fixed in FAA fixation and entire whorls embedded in Technovit resin. Single traps were thin sectioned (5 mm) using a custom-made rotary microtome. Sections were examined with a BX61 light microscope equipped with a DP71 digital camera and cell'P v. 2.6 software (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) (f ) Scanning electron microscopy Single traps were dehydrated according to Neinhuis & Edelmann [17] , critical-point dried (Critical Point Dryer Bal-Tec CPD030, Switzerland), gold-sputtered (Cressington Sputter Coater 108 auto, Germany) and mounted on aluminium stubs with conductive pads. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 435VP was used (LEO Electron Microscopy, England).
(g) Manipulative experiments
Razorblade cuttings were applied to different regions of closed traps lying in a droplet of water. Different areas were cut (for each: n ¼ 5 -10) and the resulting deformation observed using a stereomicroscope and PixeLINK USB 3.0 camera with the mScope software v. 20.1 Â 64 (PixeLINK, Ottawa, Canada).
(h) Simulation
The simulations are based on FE models calculated with a geometrically nonlinear static analysis using ANSYS (release 18.0, ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, USA). Hydromechanical effects from the surrounding water were neglected. As the overall load displacement path is stable-as opposed to the Venus flytrap's one-there is no 'self-acceleration' due to instabilities (snapthrough). Consequently, in the theoretical limit of a quasi-static actuation, there are no inertia effects or damping in Aldrovanda and were as such neglected in the FE models. The trap tissue material was idealized and assumed to have an isotropic and linear elastic behaviour with a Young's modulus of E ¼ 10 MPa (typical values for plant parenchyma: 0.3-14 MPa [18] ) and a Poisson's ratio of n ¼ 0.3. Owing to (i) the occurrence of a central vascular bundle that consists of more and smaller cells and (ii) its orthogonal cell orientation, we assumed a higher Young's modulus of the midrib (E ¼ 30 MPa). A short parameter study regarding the stiffness ratio was conducted for model 3 (electronic supplementary material, text S1 and figure S1). For qualitative analysis of deformation behaviour and stress distribution, only the stiffness ratio between the different regions is crucial. As the material model is simple and the related parameters are not accurately known, it neglects the complexity of the biological tissue. For this reason, no quantitative values for stresses could be evaluated, but the given values allow for a good first-order estimation. For the description of the geometry, different element types were used. Linear components were modelled with shear deformable Timoshenko beam elements, which allow for normal forces as well as bending and shear. They were discretized by two-node linear elements (BEAM188). Owing to the small thickness of the lobes, shell assumptions apply for two-dimensional regions. A shear deformable Reissner -Mindlin shell model was used and discretized by four-node quadrilateral elements (SHELL181). The trap morphometry used in the computer models was based on measurements of an exemplary specimen and remained consistent in all models (figure 1). As traps show a typical opening angle of 508 (electronic supplementary material, table S1), this was taken as the target value (slightly less than in the exemplary specimen). To first analyse single effects of the trap motion and afterwards a combination of all observed effects, three models with increasing geometrical and mechanical complexity were constructed (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ).
rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180012 (i) Model 1: analysis of kinematic behaviour of the trap Model 1 served to simulate the basic kinematic behaviour of the trap when the midrib is bent. It is an approximation of the geometry with linear beam elements, where the sum of the cross-sectional areas is equivalent to the actual cross-sectional area of the lobe. As the focus is on the deformation and bending of the midrib, the displacement constraints are those of a singlespan beam. In order to investigate coupling between bending of the midrib and closure of the trap, two different load cases were applied: a distributed vertical load on the midrib (0.125 N mm 21 ) and a longitudinal contraction due to a temperature load with a thermal coefficient of 1, mimicking turgor change (volume expansion/contraction), but not experimental (electronic supplementary material, figure S3A ).
( j) Model 2: analysis of prestress within the trap For a more detailed investigation of the prestress distribution throughout the central region in the closed trap, the real geometry was better approximated by including more elements (BEAM188). The refined geometry is able to represent the lobe curvature more accurately (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). As an experimental investigation of the prestress state in the highly sensitive open trap is not possible, a simulation was performed to deduce this prestress situation from the derived state of the closed trap. More precisely, the open state is deduced via a backward simulation starting from the closed state. This state is assumed to be the relaxed state (no/ less prestress) without any loads and represents, therefore, the initial model configuration. The application of loads (compressive stress on midrib) caused trap opening. A subsequent unloading would follow the same deformation process backwards for a quasi-static simulation in the given limits of simple elastostatic modelling, as the stable quasi-static process has a convex potential. To avoid rigid body motions, model 2 was constrained like a cantilever beam where all degrees of freedom, three translations and three rotations, were fixed at one side of the midrib, representing the connection to the petiole.
(k) Model 3: combined model of prestress and kinematics
Model 3 was used for (i) a verification of the prestress effects analysed by model 2, as well as for (ii) investigation of movement due to turgor change in the motor zone and (iii) for a combination of the aforementioned two load cases. In order to correctly model the mechanical behaviour of the lobe as a twodimensional thin-walled structure, shell finite elements were used for the representation of the lobes. The midrib and the lobe margins are modelled by beam elements. As in model 2, the displacement constraints represent those of a cantilever beam and the closed state corresponds to the relaxed state. To simulate the effects of turgor decrease in the motor zone, three different load cases were applied. An increase in the temperature represents an increase in turgor, whereas a temperature decrease has the opposite effect. To investigate the effect of turgor change in the motor zone, first an isotropic temperature load was applied. Then-to include the influence of cell orientation as seen in the real trap (see Results)-the influences of an expansion perpendicular to the midrib and as well as of a parallel expansion were analysed. In each case, the value of expansion applied to the motor zone was adjusted to achieve an opening angle of targeted 508 as seen in real traps (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, table S1). For the final combined model 3, the perpendicular turgor load case and prestress on the midrib were brought together.
Results (a) Kinematics
We define the QSP as twice the time until maximal lobe angular velocity v is reached during trap closure (figure 2a figure S4 ) with the strongest displacement of the central midrib point Y3 (figure 1f), especially at high temperature (electronic supplementary material, figure S5 ). The Y3 displacement and, therefore, the bending of the midrib proceeds quickly at the beginning until it plateaus (figure 2c). The progression of the opening angle follows the same temporal course. It decreases continuously during trap closure, at the end of the QSP, however, also at lower speed until it also plateaus (figure 2d). This plateau coincides with the declination of v, confirming the angular velocity as time derivative of the opening angle, as well as the displacement. It can be seen that both processes proceed simultaneously and are thus coupled.
The duration of the QSP is independent of the initial opening angle (electronic supplementary material, A change of trap lobe shape before and after closure is indiscernible from an error of measurement with the methods used herein.
Water beyond the central region becomes pushed out of the trap during shutting (electronic supplementary material, video S2). An investigation of the various load cases on a simplified FE model (model 1), which analyses the effect of midrib bending on the trap kinematic, is given in electronic supplementary material, text S2 and figure S3. Cutting into the marginal region of a closed trap and stopping before the central region does not indicate prestress (figure 4a). However, when the central region is reached, the cutting gapes (figure 4a). Cutting the midrib does not lead to gaping, but cutting the central region does (figure 4b). When separating the midrib from the rest of the trap, it relaxes into a strongly bent configuration (figure 4c). Cutting the central region parallel to one side of the midrib results in an inward curl of the lobes' tissue (figure 4d).
Therefore, tensile prestress in the central regions, compressive prestress in the midrib and no prestress in the marginal regions can be attributed to the closed trap. The state of equilibrium between tensile and compressive prestress is maintained at any location within the trap. Taking the midrib curvature and the cell orientation in the central region perpendicular to the midrib into account, equilibrium enforces a decrease of the tensile prestress magnitude parallel to the midrib from both directions (midrib end and base) towards the trap centre (figure 4f ), indicated by the arrow sizes. The trap behaviour due to an application of prestress on the midrib was simulated with a further refined simplified FE model (model 2). A compressive prestress on the midrib mainly leads to tension in the central region. figure S6 ). The value of the applied compressive prestress to the midrib allows for an approximate straightening of the midrib and corresponds to an individual cell elongation of 2.4%. However, even when the midrib is straightened, an opening angle of only 228 (instead of the targeted 508, figure 1 ) is reached.
(d) Influence of motor zone turgor changes on the trapping motion
The influence of turgor change in the motor zone was examined by application of different load cases to a backward simulation of model 3, where individual effects like directional turgor changes, can be isolated. First, an isotropic cellular expansion of the motor zone was investigated, followed by a separately modelled split of the two directions parallel and perpendicular to the midrib. Additionally, these three different load cases were applied either throughout the thickness, i.e. on the whole tissue or only on the inner epidermis, leading to six different load cases in total ( figure 5 ). An isotropic cellular expansion works well for trap closure/opening and also an adequate coupling between midrib deformation and lobe movement is observable. In contrast to this, only the turgor change in the inner epidermis of the motor zone leads to an increase of the midrib curvature which does not represent the natural situation (electronic supplementary material, video S6). Similar results are obtained from the load case of cellular deformation parallel to the midrib. By increasing the turgor only in the inner epidermis, the trap opens and then starts to reclose again (electronic supplementary material, video S7). Contraction rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180012 of the inner epidermis perpendicular to the midrib, however, does not lead to any midrib curvature change. Even though, in this simulation, the trap is able to open up to the targeted 508 (figure 5, electronic supplementary material, video S8), the coupling of midrib deformation and lobe closure are not as distinct. This load case requires a motor cell elongation of 19% and represents the turgor change and according cell elongation/expansion behaviour most realistically (i.e. longitudinal cell elongation, [19] , figure 5 ). It is, therefore, the basis for the following simulations and referred to as the turgor load case. Eventually, the two working load cases ( prestress effects and hydraulic actuation) are combined. The model that simulates trap opening solely due to prestress achieves a trap opening angle of 228 (electronic supplementary material, videos S3 and S4). The combination of volume changes in the motor zone and prestress results in an opening angle of 508, an approximately straight midrib, and reduces the required motor cell elongation to 6.5% ( figure 5 ; electronic supplementary material, video S9).
Discussion
Until now, the actuation of the A. vesiculosa trap was not entirely understood and thought to be purely hydraulic [10] . Based on our analyses, it can be confirmed that a small bending deformation of the midrib is accompanied by the closing of the two trap lobes (kinematic amplification) [6] , and show for the first time that movement actuation is a combination of active hydraulics and the release of internal prestress. It was impossible for us to evaluate the individual temporal progressions and possible interrelations of the different actuating components, and we can only hypothesize that they run simultaneously. Our findings suggest defining the QSP as twice the time until v max is reached. In figure 2a , two peaks of v can be observed, which is thought to be due to (i) minimal movement difference in consecutive frames and (ii) unrecognized tissue anomalies in the biological specimen itself. In other recordings, only one peak of v can be observed (data not shown). The decrease of v after v max may be explained by a water damping effect (WDE), which is caused by the evenly distributed displacement of fluid out of the trap during closure (electronic supplementary material, video S2). The WDE can also explain the bouncing of the traps during shutting (electronic supplementary material, video S1). Owing to the cantilever set-up of the trap, it moves downward when closing and the displaced water probably applies a reactive impulse. It must be noted that our assumptions are made on qualitative observations and we assume that the water has an influence on snapping speed but not on the mechanism itself because the trap lobes Trap closure durations of TempE and TropE were shown to be highly significantly different between cold (138C) and warm (238C) temperature regimes. Probably, these differences are adaptations to the individual habitats (temperate versus tropical), representing a striking example of microevolution. The temperature dependence of the snapping duration is also an indicator for the active hydraulic component of the trap movement relying on physiological processes.
The calculated poroelastic time tp approximately 0.004 s for Aldrovanda [10] is in agreement with our own measurements of motor zone thickness (approx. 60 mm) and closure durations (figures 2 and 3; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Theoretically, the trap may work purely hydraulically. Owing to the orientation of the motor cells perpendicular to the midrib (figure 4c), we may hypothesize that they elongate in the same direction during actuation, similarly as reported for Venus flytrap [3] and in accordance with cell expansion behaviour for elongated cells [19] .
Model 3, which investigated the effect of hydraulic actuation of the motor zone with cellular elongation perpendicular to the midrib in the inner epidermis, resulted in the target value of 508 opening angle. This required a relatively large cell volume change of 19% (figure 5). It has also to be noted that, in this computer model, the midrib remained in a bent configuration (in contrast to the natural trap where the midrib becomes straight).
According to our simulations, there is an elaborate equilibrium between compressive prestress within the midrib and tensile prestress within the adjacent tissues of the central regions. The marginal regions are apparently excluded from this interplay by not being prestressed. The model simulating the trap motion solely relying on midrib prestress showed that opening angles greater than approximately 228 cannot be achieved, although the midrib changed from bent to straight (figure 5). Prestress is probably further released when the trap turns into the narrowed and very narrowed stages after the QSP [5] , when the midrib is even further bent.
The combination of the two working load cases (hydraulics, prestress) in a backward simulation resulted in an open trap, which not only achieved a trap opening angle of 508 with a straight midrib, but also required only 6.5% of cell volume change in the motor zone. This is in very good agreement with Dionaea trap surface strain-field-analyses [3] . It also represents the efficacy of the Aldrovanda motion principle because less time is needed for such a volume change (compared to 19% as seen in model 3, perpendicular expansion of inner epidermis) required for actuation. Moreover, we hypothesize that the incorporated prestress not only diminishes the decreased coupling effect of midrib deformation and lobe closure, but that it also might act as speed boost, as explained in the following.
We assumed that water damping naturally increases the closing duration in traps with wide opening angles due to a greater fluid volume to be displaced. However, we did not find any such correlation according to the Spearman analysis. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that wider open traps may bear greater prestress due to storage of more elastic energy, which-as speed boost-would compensate the loss of speed by water resistance. It would be of interest for future investigations to check if juvenile Aldrovanda traps rely to a greater extent on hydraulics because of the more flexible tissue than older, more rigid traps ( [5] , A.S.W. 2017, personal observation), which might employ more prestress to achieve short trapping durations. The fact that less strain energy in the motor zone is required if prestress is present, will not be changed in the presence of (hydro-)dynamic effects, because the underlying actuation principles will probably comply with the actual behaviour.
Looking at the elastic energy release of Aldrovanda and Dionaea during closure, the difference between the two motion principles becomes especially striking. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the computed strain energy in Aldrovanda and a conceptual sketch of the strain energy in Dionaea. In Dionaea, the lobes rapidly invert their curvature when the geometric constraint induced by the double curvatures of the Figure 6 . Elastic energetic states during closure in Aldrovanda and Dionaea. In Aldrovanda, the potential energy is smoothly released (derived from simulation). By contrast, Dionaea displays the conceptual characteristic energy curve for snap-buckling with the two stable states 'open' (a) and 'closed' (b), possessing the lowest E pot [20] .
rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180012 lobes is overcome by snap-buckling, whereas in Aldrovanda the energy is smoothly released, without any sudden acceleration of the trap. This can be explained by the incorporated kinematic components. Aldrovanda trap employs hydraulics, elastic relaxation and kinematic amplification, whereas the Venus flytrap employs an initial hydraulic deformation, followed by elastic instability. The different mechanical principles for snapping are related to physical limits such as trap size and tissue thickness which both fundamentally differ in the two traps [10] . Full functionality (in terms of motion speed) of hydraulically actuated structures is ultimately limited by water flow processes within the tissues [21] . To overcome these limitations in terms of snapping duration, the large traps of Dionaea employ a snap-buckling instability [10] . The required, large geometric changes in overall trap shape linked to snap-buckling might be correlated with high energetic costs. Snap-buckling in Aldrovanda might, however, be disproportionate to its trap size and thus, probably overly energy-demanding and disadvantageous. Consequently, kinematic amplification would be a suitable way to achieve sufficiently fast and 'economic' plant motions for small structures. This is further confirmed by the fact that traps of juvenile Dionaea, which are similar in size to those of adult Aldrovanda, do not yet employ snap-buckling for closure but presumably move purely hydraulically, yet much slower than Aldrovanda traps [4] . As shown in this study, the faster snapping motion in Aldrovanda can, in turn, be explained by the speed boost due to the incorporated prestress.
Despite the close phylogenetic relationship between Dionaea and Aldrovanda, originating from a common unknown ancestor, it is still unclear why they evolved such diverging trap sizes with differing motion principles. The main selective factor for trap size evolution has been regarded to be the prey size [8, 9] , hypothesizing that the large traps of Dionaea are 'specialized' on capturing large prey and letting too small prey escape because of the meagre nutritional reward. Alternatively, one could hypothesize that the different sizes are determined by the ambient medium in the respective habitat (water versus air). From a mechanical point of view, the effort of realizing a snapping motion against the vicious forces of the ambient water would make smaller traps preferable. This strategy allows aquatic Aldrovanda to bear greater than 100 traps per plant and, thus, to increase the capture efficacy. Moreover, the ambient water prevents dehydration and makes structural features, such as several cell layers thick tissues adding to trap thickness, obsolete. This allows for development of a comparably thin structure, limiting Aldrovanda to aquatic life and a maximum trap size of 6 mm, which could theoretically be purely hydraulically actuated and, as shown in this study, further speed-boosted by the release of prestress and the kinematic amplification. However, terrestrial Dionaea traps are five times larger. To achieve reasonable fast trapping durations in air and to prevent water losses by dehydration, thicker structures and snap-buckling are required. In this context, a detailed investigation of fluid displacement during closure between the two species is of high interest and worth further research. This has been stated in [4] , where we show that Dionaea traps also function under water, and therefore, prove that the viscosity of the surrounding medium (air versus water) seems not to be the main constraint for the evolution of the different types of snap-trap actuation found in Aldrovanda and Dionaea.
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